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ABSTRACT 

Ambivalence of human love having either or both of two contrary or similar values, meanings, etc. 

are predominant notes in the poems of Joyce Carol Oates. In her poetry, there is portrayal of love 

as a cause of annihilation of passion as giving way to violence, of freedom, resulting in frustration 

and distortion of values, of man’s individuality leading to his bleak vision of history, of materialism 

leading to modern meaninglessness. The paper pinpoints the inexplicable moment of experience 

on the edge of fear, love, despair, terror and joy in the poems of Joyce Carol Oates. 
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The poems of Joyce Carol Oates crystallize with electrifying clarity. She attempts to dramatize the 

mystery of the human love, human spirit, struggling amongst our personal and shared nightmares. 

Joyce Carol Oates is able to look into and beyond the human psyche. Joyce Carol Oates makes her 

readers acutely aware of the tensions that manifest themselves in erupting passions and violence 

and she perceives amidst this the barely recognizable desire of ego, to transcend its obsessions.  

Joyce Carol Oates is fascinated with the power and the dynamics of human love and sex. She notes 

that love must be acknowledged as a violent and unstoppable force, not simply an instinctive urge to 

achieve rest or transcendence. In the poetry of Joyce Carol Oates, what she terms “the totally 

irrational, possessive, ego destroying love, which can’t be controlled and is perhaps a pathological 

condition of the soul.”  

There is ambivalence of human love in her poetry. Tragically unfulfilled desires are brought out in a 

number of her poems. The most painful and evocative scenes in Joyce Carol Oates’s poetry focus on 

the power of sexual attraction and repulsion. ‘In love, all, we have fixed and made permanent, may 

be suddenly and fearfully shattered. Life becomes fragmentary and unpredictable; where once we 

had lived by rationally and comfort, but in love we become defined primarily by fear and fragility. 
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Love, the most integral of all, is at once the most fragile: The poem named “wounds” in the volume 

Love and Its Derangement explains the fragility of love:  

“my skin is rubbed raw  

the pigment sucked out  

you outline my face constantly  

with your thumbs  

I am a wound nursed open  

germless in the hot sun”, 

Joyce Carol Oates’s poems reveal the struggles of the personality caught in the tensions, betrayals, 

frustrations, and unpredictable joys of human-sexual love. It is love, which is depicted awfully as kind 

of pathological state, and the personality is at its most vulnerable, and where pre-existent concepts 

of oneself are most radically challenged. Love offers experiences of risk, simultaneously fulfilling, 

stabilizing, yet alluring, and dislocating. In the poem, ‘pain’ woman feel “one abortion is pretty much 

like another”. 

Joyce Carol Oates frequently uses the phrase, ‘permanently married’ to describe, often ironically, the 

mixture of apparent stability and vulnerability. She is fascinated by the unforeseeable ways; the 

personality may be imprisoned by its security and yet be challenged to become something new. 

Contemporary men and women, adrift in the echoing landscape of America, are “flesh with an 

insatiable soul" and the bond between them is at best ambiguous when it is not confining, 

indefinable, and perplexing. Love is taken as dominance, violence and deterministic, which invades 

our being, making us aware that our personalities are insecure and that if we want to grow, we must 

accept this insecurity. Love lures us into an-unknown, a promise of we know not - what Falling in 

love may be an illusion but in its disturbing our pre-existent concepts of self it may be a hopeful 

illusion. Love demands of us that we badger the future for fulfilment, that we refuse to take even 

the wisest, most prudent “no” for an answer. As Werner Pelz remarks, “It must be a paltry joy which 

from the beginning does not thirst for eternity”.  

But can the human personality, partly formed or unified by so many external pressures, stand the 

pressure of living by the fragile hope which loves may offer? The question is put up by J. C. Oates in 

her poems.  

Many of Joyce Carol Oates is poems are about the struggle of the personality to withstand and 

create some kind of order from such situations. Deciding to live by hope rather than fact, by the 

power of the possible rather than the apparently actual, requires a courage that most of her 

characters tragically lack. To desire against the persistent and seemingly omnipresent facticity of the 
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world needs a combined recklessness and stability which is rare. Consequently in the poems of Joyce 

Carol Oates characters experience their sexuality as derangement or as fate, lovers are only 

aspirants. Another poems “Disintegration” depicts love as momentum or force.  

“We in love  

go on long, carried by momentum”.  

Love for J. C. Oates appears as “an attraction of person to person, so violent that it expresses itself as 

obsession and takes on the quality of fatality”. A desperate craving for satiation is countermanded 

by the fear of dissolution and pain. Ambivalence of human love saturates the poetry of Joyce Carol 

Oates where love and terror, ecstasy and dislocation of the personality seem inevitably fused In 

erotic experience and the radical breakthrough into the final transcendence. The poem named 

“Diving” symbolizes human love as an odyssey which takes the person back to reality.  

“We are always diving and returning  

back to life again as if born  

with the same bodies again  

the same faces  

always the same storm takes us  

and casts us back up”.  

The subject of many poems is love, whether the love of men, of women, the love of parents and 

children, the love of friends or the love of love itself. Ambivalence of love is indicated through 

various situations. There is love everywhere in everything but all are ‘trapped in love, in the terror of 

love’. In every ecstasy there is a terror and it is the terrors, not the ecstasies that contain them. 

There is the terror in the minds of women that are foremost - their own and their perceptions of 

those of men. There are rarely, in either gender, spectacular, of the kind that can afterwards be 

recollected and savoured in tranquility; they are chiefly chronic, unvarying terrors to which in real 

life there is never an end; only an occasional intermission. 

 “I needed to die/so I fell in love”, the lines of the poem “The Small Still Voice Behind the Great 

Romances” in the volume Angel Fire echo love as a deadly element which ensures the death.  

Joyce Carol Oates strongly holds her theme obsessively; love cresting and dying, considerations of 

marriage, the dark and the foetal state always builds her tragic vision ... a vision of loveless America. 

In one poem, “Marriage” female does not understand what love is she fears that it is no more than 

physical union she says;  

In The Fabulous Beasts, the theme of the book is well expressed in the opening poem, “Broken 

Connections” where the image of a dead telephone line strikes a motif, found elsewhere in the 
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book, as in “Lovers”, while we find two people physically separated, yet locked together by the 

ringing and the silence of the telephone.  

It appears that Joyce Carol Oates sometimes tries to convey the sense of broken connections 

everywhere, whether it is love, or life. Her Gothic imagination has a distinctive way of twisting the 

sentiments into a horror; thus a kiss becomes in the poem “Closure”, a communion of wounds.  

In Anonymous Sins the title poem, Joyce Carol Oates depicts love that disintegrates into violence; 

the heroic figure of the first part raises his hand and the crowd sees flowing from his palm. 

“Surprising blood in a vow” whereas the ‘I’ of the poem, “seeing that my love is endless”, gazes 

down on “a mangled body”. Life has now no power within it of ceremony or of transcendence; it 

goes on simply being ‘used/used up’ and the stately motions of the first part of the poem within, are 

now transformed into empty movements ‘too abrupt at any pace’.  

Yet there may be a kind of minimal and stoic vision implicit at the close, for the voice of the poem 

introduces the bleak view of man-woman relationship by the phrase ‘I understand’. In another 

poem, “Lines for Those To Whom Tragedy is Denied” the women in the poem have lives of 

tremendous events in their personal lives reduced to boring or trivial meaning so that life remains 

for them unfulfilled dissatisfied, locked in reality. Their love dies or collapses inside the ordinariness 

of their marriages, their childbirths, their displacements, and their loss of relationships through 

endless movements. Relationships, which should be based on love, reach no level of density or 

depth. A variety of poems in this volume “Anonymous Sins” contain approaches to love, the 

attempts to get heightened and intense moments, sometimes marred or destroyed by external 

reality. 

Human love appears in many situations in the Anonymous Sins and Other Poems such as adulterous 

relations so that humans involved participate in that sexual life which can be meaningful only if an 

element of guilt exists, the same ambience Joyce Carol Oates sees in both the works of James Dickey 

and Mailer.  

The poem, ‘To Whose Country Have I Come?’ reveals disintegrating force of love.  

“We are born only to be broken  

in one single lavishing  

of love”.  

Love and Its Derangements takes up obviously the ambivalences of human love in relation to the 

ordinariness of human existence. Jerome Mazzaro suggests that this central theme is expressed in 

poems which examine “the uneasiness, struggles, and readjustments that lovers make to 
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compensate for the changes in themselves and their lives”. The title poem explicates the dualities of 

love and emphasizes together with its place in ordinary life. 

“Turning to silk, texture of flashy 

airy surfaces scant as breaths? 

I am loved ...”  

Other poems in this volume take up the discrepancies between the public and the private faces of 

love. The poem, “Sleeping together” contains an adumbration of the idea of the loss of individuality 

in love. The privacy of sleep is complete loss, so the privacy of love by implication may mean too 

much loss as well. In the poem, “what I fear ... “Sleeplessness after love forces the presence of 

reality on the lovers, though the poem still presents the dimensions of love as something opening 

into fresh existence. Sexuality is experienced as power: 

“In the silence after love  

we are newly derailed and newly  

awakened if there is radiance in us  

it is only for others to see.” 

Joyce Carol Oates suggests through her poems that love is public in the sense that it cannot be 

divorced from the accretions of the past, and in the poem, “Public Love” such an idea moves 

ambiguously, though ironically, because the speaker is held in love by all the shadow predecessors 

who exist in the outer historical process. The lovers cannot exist in their own individualities;  

“We are loving in pantomime”.  

Sometimes love is forced into cages. There is no room for development and growth.’ The fate of love 

is a deliberately planned movement from which lovers cannot extricate themselves. They are unable 

to escape. They become public symbols; they are expected to behave in Orthodox ways. They 

become, symbol in the poem, “The Grave Dwellers”.  

“Our stories, told quickly  

are symbols of ourselves, the people 

we must be, the lovers, inspired  

to an infinite love  

in a series of boxes”.  

Joyce Carol Oates, in many of her poems, depicts perils in the privacy of love, for it erects a 

membrane against the outer world, a membrane in ‘Loving’ that becomes the living process itself, a 

membrane that obliterates. Thus, this skin needs to be peeled off in order to reveal another form, 

either by individual himself/herself or by an external force (A lover or the public image of love) as in 
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the poem, “Wounds” which echoes the phrasing of the title poem. Miserable and pathetic condition 

of women is very well expressed in the poem, “Only the Exhaustive Can Be Truly Interesting”.  

“Women contemplate their bodies 

silent and baffled as bandages 

and white with the body’s  

tainted white”. 

Love leads to perception of self. The revelation of true individuality is perhaps best achieved, 

according to the poetess, not through love, not through the process of public life, but through the 

total perception of self, and this is presented in the poem, “portrait” which uses the image of a 

painter engaged in painting a self-portrait revealing her real self beneath the superficial self. Persona 

says— 

“it is myself being born from me,  

the surface of myself peeled from, me,  

the facial skin reclaimed for that canvas.”  

The poems in the volume Love and Its Derangement show that the dualities can be transcended 

through moments of intensity, and can be achieved in moments of love, even though these are 

transitory and the lovers must return to earth and ordinariness.  

Love and Its Derangements seems to view the love as ‘connection’ between men and women as a 

bewildering kind of disease, a fever in the blood, which often succeeds in unbalancing both partners. 

Pejorative terms and words which suggest acts of pathological nature are frequently used by Joyce 

Carol Oates, e.g. the words ‘terrible’, ‘spasm’, ‘scream’, wildly’, ‘viciously’, ‘agony’, ‘crazy’, 

murderous’, and ‘mad’ appear again and again.  

Joyce Carol Oates in her third volume of poetry, ‘Angel Fire’ seems to suggest that the poems in it 

continue the examination of love and strengthens the idea of love. In the poem ‘Lovers Bodies’ love 

appears ubiquitous, stabilizing force but alluring and changeable experience.  

The title poem, “Angel Fire” deals with the notion of the physical reaching on the spiritual. The 

experience inside the car in the poem while the world burns in the heat outside is “better than 

marriage”. The heat burns the two in the car, melts them and opens them to new transforming 

experience.  

“every pore breathes in this fire 

sperm of light radiant as pain 

so bright you can’t feel it  

look, the fire gives another life ...”  
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The title poem, in second section of “Domestic Miracles” is a simple series of imagist - like 

description of happenings transformed beyond their ordinary causes. Bruised thighs (from love - 

making?) are caused by “a stampede of hooves” and earthly love makes the beloved feel 

permanent.  

“My love: you make me permanent 

as old unlovely busts of clay 

unearthed in the Mideast 

of forgotten people”.  

Angel Fire concentrates on human love in the opening section. Title poem sees a large public love as 

a genuine pulse beating behind the ordinary pulse of past. The poem ‘structures’ deals with ordinary 

sensual love and with the obsessive distress of a woman’s erotic experience.  

“You are loving me in your head?  

I feel my bones light as cheap metal  

turned in your fingers, balanced, weighed, 

inspected ...” 

The vagaries of love are included in these poems as well as the barriers that obstruct the merging 

and melting that figure in Angel Fire though the experience of love still reaches towards fullness, ‘a 

groping in immense light’. Women through menstrual tensions and releases are involved in larger, 

unlived, unborn life, and in the poem, “Structures” the concept of boxed in life which seemed 

negative in Love and Its Derangement is more ambivalent in Angel Fire. Man yearns to be infinite 

but can express his spirituality through love only within the biological demands of his body, so that 

love may transform and release. In the poem ‘Structures’ Persona feels momentary transportation 

to infinity: 

“I have no weight 

gravity eludes me” 

But always there is a return to the finite love, because of its limitations. It encompasses hate, even 

though it may reach beyond the finite: 

“You will hate me after 

your loving concludes  

you, will pass finitely through me 

through the structures we inhabit”.  

The poem is a prelude to the strange poem, “Hate” which attempts to make connections among 

saintliness, human love and hate. Saintliness seems to pure, too dry, whereas, 
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“Love is prodigious”.  

In the volume The Time Traveler the poem, “Winter, Aphorisms, Uncoded” in the series “A Winter 

Suite” deals with love and terms it satanic spirit. The speaker says,  

“The love delirium was a tunnel we entered 

as Satan’s bidding, 

with only one way out”. 

The lovers in the poems are every bit combative and more mystifyingly compelled. A dazed, gloomily 

malevolent affair ensures a necessary imprisonment from which neither will escape until despair is 

clarified into disaster as in the poem, “Centuries of Lovers” In the volume Anonymous Sins, lovers 

say,  

“we in love are a series of sleep  

like ridges of rock moulded to the  

soft convulsions of the brain”.  

The poem ‘Compost’ in the volume The Time Traveler depicts love as:  

“the compost  

is layered like memory yielding 

to rot. Like loving  

everyone who loves you, So 

loving no one - it’s safest so”.  

Joyce Carol Oates depicts through her poems that love is ambivalent. It is neither pure and ever-

lasting nor totally destructive agent. In a number of poems love seems to cater for the needs of 

lovers but eventually it plays as will- 'o’-the-wisp and lands the lovers into quagmire. Women get 

nothing out of love. They feel the same emptiness, and insecurity in their lives after their love 

diminishes.  

The vulnerability and unpredictability of love is clearly focused in the poems. The female personae 

are shown as encased in their mental idea of self, but at the same time they seem to be 

hypersensitive to the fragility of their ego and they remain fearful of their darker body· urges. They 

are victimized by their own half understood drives and desires.  

But human love is still a duality, because it is a means both of transcendence and of limitation. 

Lovers locked in love in the volume “Women Whose Lives Are Food, Men Whose Lives Are Money” 

become somehow obsessive, trapped inside a monumental concern for love:  

“they are immortal  

they are writhing in pain”  
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Love is very much an embodied mutuality that frees them from the ordinary. It is achieved through 

and beyond the body. The lovers feel that they are immortal, but intact, they are writhing in pain.  

“Mere death would canonize them” as they fear the loss of love, the death of loves itself. Locking 

inside love, then, can also be a terrible romanticism.  

The volume, Women Whose Lives Are Food, Men Whose Lives Are Money, extends the interests of 

The Fabulous Beasts in its use of external, realistic details and its ideas of love. Duality of love is 

asserted in the poems. But in the last section, the poet proffers an alternative view of love, one that 

suggests a reaching into real physical stretching, a kind of risk-taking in its commitment, which will 

offer a crystallization of oneness.  

Protective, sacrificial love as a weapon against greater despair does not find any place in the poems 

of Joyce Carol Oates. She has made it rational and psychological necessity to modern America. 

Thus, we may state that for Joyce Carol Oates love is not devotion or dedication or type of true love 

but ambivalence – a mixture of various elements predominantly having tragic vision. 
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